Supramolecular Approaches To Control Activity and Selectivity in Hydroformylation Catalysis
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ABSTRACT: The hydroformylation reaction is one of the most intensively explored reactions in the field of homogeneous transition metal catalysis, and many industrial applications are known. However, this atom economical reaction has not been used to its full potential, as many selectivity issues have not been solved. Traditionally, the selectivity is controlled by the ligand that is coordinated to the active metal center. Recently, supramolecular strategies have been demonstrated to provide powerful complementary tools to control activity and selectivity in hydroformylation reactions. In this review, we will highlight these supramolecular strategies. We have organized this paper in sections in which we describe the use of supramolecular bidentate ligands, substrate preorganization by interactions between the substrate and functional groups of the ligands, and hydroformylation catalysis in molecular cages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The hydroformylation reaction is the formal addition of a formyl group to an alkene functional group, which in practice involves a metal-catalyzed addition of CO and H2 to the alkene. The reaction was serendipitously found by Roelen during work on a Fischer−Tropsch process in 1938.1 In the 20 years after this discovery, the hydroformylation reaction did not receive much attention, which changed in the mid-1950s. In the 60 years that followed, the hydroformylation reaction was subject to intensive investigations, leading to many industrial applications. The first catalyst was a cobalt complex, and as a consequence, the first bulk processes also applied cobalt complexes. Later it was found that rhodium forms far more active catalysts for this reaction, and as such, the next generation of industrial processes applied rhodium catalysts, despite the fact that rhodium is more expensive. Other metals that can catalyze this reaction include palladium, platinum, ruthenium, and iridium, but no commercial applications based on these metals are known. So far, rhodium complexes remain a favorite because of their superior activity, allowing processes at lower temperatures and pressures, and the ability to control the selectivity of the reaction to a large extent by ligand variation.

In volume, hydroformylation is still the largest industrial process in homogeneous catalysis, and several large companies have plants, including SHELL, BASF, Eastman, BP, DOW, and Evonik. The aldehyde products generally also have a characteristic smell, and as such, the hydroformylation reaction is also popular in the fragrance industry. Asymmetric hydroformylation leads to chiral compounds with an interesting aldehyde function that can be used for further functionalization, and as such, it is also a potentially interesting reaction for the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industry; however, it is so far a bit underexplored. The application of hydroformylation has recently been summarized by Börner in a review on applied hydroformylation2 and a beautiful review on hydroformylation of the flavor, fragrance, and food industry.3

The hydroformylation reaction is also an important reaction for educational purposes, not only because it has a rich history and plethora of applications but also because it is well understood despite its complexity.4 Next to the aldehyde products that are generally desired, there are several byproducts that can form (Scheme 1). Under hydroformylation reaction conditions, hydrogen is always present, and as such, both the substrate and the products can be hydrogenated, leading to alkanes and alcohols. In fact, alkene hydrogenation is
thermodynamically more favorable, and therefore, the reaction should proceed under kinetic control. Next to this, the substrate can also isomerize under catalytic conditions, leading to a mixture of terminal and internal alkenes, which in turn can be hydroformylated. This isomerization can also be used as an advantage in cases in which isomerization–hydroformylation tandem reactions lead directly to the desired product, for example, the production of linear aldehydes from internal alkenes. All these side reactions depend on the catalyst properties and the conditions that are applied and can be qualitatively understood.

The mechanism originally proposed by Heck and Breslow is generally still valid, although more detailed insight has been obtained ever since. The general mechanism, displayed in Scheme 2, starts with rhodium(I)hydrido complex 1, and for this example, we use the bisphosphine biscarbonyl analogue. After decoordination of a CO ligand to create a vacant site, the alkene can coordinate to give common intermediate 3. In the next step, migration of the hydride to the carbon atom leads to the rhodium alkyl species. Depending on the orientation of the alkene, the migration is to either C2 or C1, leading to the linear (4) or the branched alkyl species (8), respectively. These two enter separate but identical catalytic cycles. After CO coordination and subsequent migration of the alkyl group to the CO, the rhodium acyl species (6 and 10) are formed. These four-coordinate species can directly coordinate CO to form 7 or 11 or directly react with molecular hydrogen to give the product and intermediate 2. Species 1, 7, and 11 are most often drawn as a part of the catalytic cycle, but recently, Landis showed that part of the reaction can go directly from acyl intermediate 6 to 2 without forming 7. As such, it is more accurate to draw these intermediates as off-cycle species. It is important to realize that all the steps except for the final hydrogenolysis are equilibria. As a consequence, the regio- and enantioselectivity could be determined by the hydride migration step from intermediate 3, but under certain conditions, it could also be that intermediates 6 and 10 are in fast equilibrium and the relative rate of the final hydrogenolysis of these species is determining the selectivity.

The reversibility of the hydride migration is the basis for the isomerization reaction, which can result in the formation of unwanted side products. For some applications, for example, when a mixture of alkenes is offered as the feed, an isomerization–hydroformylation sequence is required.

Over the years, many different ligands have been explored for rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation, of which some are displayed in Figure 1. Triphenylphosphine (TPP) has without a doubt been studied the most, as it is a cheap and readily available ligand, and several large-scale processes started in the
1970s using TPP. Also, water-soluble analogues have been developed, including monosulfonated TPP (TPPMS), and these have been used for aqueous phase hydroformylation. For these types of phosphine ligands, the rate-limiting step is early in the catalytic cycle (1–4), often termed type I kinetics, and the use of more electron-donating ligands such as alkyl phosphines results in very low activity. The use of more electron poor (or π-accepting) ligands such as phosphites results in much higher activities as CO dissociation is generally fast. As a consequence, the rate-determining step can be later in the cycle, typically the hydrogenolysis step, in which case one generally refers to type II kinetics. As the CO ligands are much more weakly coordinated on these electron poor complexes, the hydride migration reaction becomes more reversible, resulting in the formation of more isomerization side products. If the phosphite ligands are very bulky, there is only space for one ligand to coordinate to rhodium, and this leads to the most active catalysts.

A lot of attention has been devoted to control the regioselectivity of the reaction, with the main target being the linear aldehyde. It was found that the use of a large excess of TPP can already provide reasonably high selectivity for the linear product, albeit at the expense of the activity of the catalyst. Many bidentate ligands have been explored, and it was found that ligands with a large bite angle, i.e., $\angle = \angle - \angle$ around 110–120°, give rhodium complexes that produce the linear aldehyde in very high selectivity. BISBI and Xantphos are the most illustrative examples of such ligands (Figure 1). Catalysts that give very high selectivity for the branched aldehyde for aliphatic alkenes have not yet been found. For substrates such as styrene and vinyl acetate, the formation of a stabilizing allyl intermediate directs the hydroformylation toward the branched product.

The field of enantioselective hydroformylation is far from mature, which is strange if one considers the potential impact for the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industry. The main reason must be the challenges associated with asymmetric hydroformylation processes. Whereas many asymmetric hydrogenation processes were reported between the 1970s and 1990s, the contributions in that period to asymmetric hydroformylation reported modest to good enantiomeric excess (ee) at best. This changed with the seminal work of Nozaki and later Landis, who reported BINAPHOS and diazaphospholanes, respectively, as novel bidentate ligands that gave high enantioselectivity in asymmetric hydroformylation. Substrates that have been mostly studied are those that typically give high branched selectivity, such as styrene derivatives and vinyl acetate. More recently, BOBphos was reported as a bidentate ligand that also gave relatively high branched selectivity and enantioselectivity in the hydroformylation of unfunctionalized 1-alkenes (Figure 2).

It is clear that the hydroformylation reaction is a very powerful transformation for both the bulk, the fragrance, fine chemical, and pharmaceutical industry. Although many selectivity and activity issues have been solved, there are still many challenges left that would, when solved, really expand the scope of possibilities of this reaction. These challenges mainly involve selectivity issues, including the branched selective hydroformylation, the selective hydroformylation of internal alkenes, and the selective hydroformylation of tri- and tetrasubstituted alkenes. Also, the asymmetric hydroformylation of terminal disubstituted alkenes is a largely unsolved issue. In this light, the development of novel concepts to control selectivity in hydroformylation catalysis is of utmost importance. In this review, we will elaborate on the use of novel supramolecular strategies in hydroformylation. In the first part, we will discuss the use of supramolecular bidentate ligands in hydroformylation; then we highlight the supramolecular substrate orientation strategy, and we end with hydroformylation catalysis in cages.

2. SUPRAMOLECULAR BIDENTATE LIGANDS IN HYDROFORMYLATION

Supramolecular bidentate ligands make up a recently introduced class of ligands that has the advantage of the synthetic accessibility of monodentate ligands but behaves as chelating bidentate. In such a supramolecular approach, two monodentate ligand building blocks are brought together by a self-assembly process using noncovalent interactions such as hydrogen bonds, ionic interactions, or dynamic metal–ligand coordination. As the number of supramolecular bidentate ligands that become accessible grows exponentially with the number of ligand building blocks available, this approach is well suited to the generation of large libraries of ligands. In addition, supramolecular bidentate ligands show clear chelating behavior. The application of such supramolecular ligands in catalysis has been a subject of earlier reviews. Two strategies to arrive at self-assembled ligands that have been successfully employed for hydroformylation are (I) metal-templated assembly and (II) direct interaction between functionalized ligand building blocks (Figure 3), and these will be discussed in this section.

Metal-Templated Assembly (I). This strategy consists of the construction of chelating bidentate ligands using a template that contains binding sites for the selective assembly of two monodentate ligands (Figure 3, I). The first example of this strategy was based on the use of a bis-zinc(II)-porphyrin template (Scheme 3). The assembly process is based on selective coordination of the nitrogen-donor atoms of pyridylphosphorus building blocks a–c to the zinc atoms of the porphyrin template 13. The composition of the supramolecular ligand $\text{13(a)}_{2}$ in solution is confirmed by various
spectroscopic techniques. In the presence of Rh(acac)(CO)$_2$, high-pressure nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy under 20 bar of syngas reveals the formation of $[HRh(13(a)_2(CO)_3)]$, the active species for hydroformylation catalysis (Scheme 3, bottom).

The assemblies $12(a)$, $13(a)_2$, $12(b)$, and $13(b)_2$ are evaluated as catalysts in the rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of 1-octene. Although the chelating bidentate assemblies $13(a)_2$ and $13(b)_2$ exhibit activity that is lower than that of the corresponding monodentate analogues, they display slightly higher selectivity for the linear aldehyde ($77:23$ ($13(a)_2$) vs $74:26$ ($12(a)$)) and $96:4$ ($13(b)_2$) vs $83:17$ ($12(b)$) at $25^\circ$C. The chiral supramolecular catalysts containing $13(b)_2$ and $13(c)_2$ are also applied in the asymmetric rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of styrene, showing enantioselectivity (33%) that is higher than that of monodentate analogues (~7%) and an increase in activity.$^{15,16}$

After the initial results based on zinc(II), also bis-tin(IV) porphyrin-templated assemblies have been studied. The tin–oxygen interaction (Scheme 3) is stronger and gives rise to less dynamic bonds. The mixture of bis-tin(IV) porphyrin template $15$ and carboxylic phosphorus ligands $d$–$f$ results in novel supramolecular assemblies upon loss of water. The assemblies are active in the rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of 1-octene. While the rhodium complexes in which carboxylate-phosphines are coordinated to dihydroxotin(IV) porphyrin $15$ lead to enhanced catalytic activity ($\leq 40$-fold) compared to that of complexes of $14$ with $d$–$f$, the assemblies based on bis-zinc porphyrin templates are still more active in hydroformylation catalysis.$^{16}$

The rigid bis-zinc(II) salphen building block has also been explored as a template for the assembly of ligands. The coordination of two identical monodentate pyridylphosphorus ligands on the zinc(II) salphen results in self-assembled bidentate ligands that in the rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of styrene and 1-octene outperform their nontemplated analogues. However, in comparison with those of the bis-zinc(II) porphyrin template, the regio- and enantioselectivities are not improved by using the more rigid template.$^{17}$

Interestingly, the coordination of two different monodentate pyridylphosphorus ligands on the bis-zinc(II) salphen template provides an efficient supramolecular approach to form heterobidentate ligands (e.g., Figure 4). Remarkably, templated heterobidentate ligands are selectively formed, which is attributed to steric effects; two bulky ligands just do not fit on the rigid template. In the asymmetric hydroformylation of styrene, these supramolecular heterobidentate ligands are

![Figure 3. Schematic representation of supramolecular bidentates formed via a template (I) or via direct interactions between functionalized ligand building blocks (II). M = metal center. FG = functional group. Do = donor center.](image)

**Scheme 3. Bis-Zinc(II) and Bis-Tin(IV) Porphyrin Templates (top) and Phosphorus Monodentate Ligands (middle) Used for Supramolecular Assemblies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Templates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$12$ M = Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$14$ M = Sn(OH)$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monodentate ligands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligands</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$b$: (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$: (R)</td>
<td>$d$: COOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$: COOH</td>
<td>$f$:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Metal complex of supramolecular bidentate ligand**

![Figure 4. Bis-zinc(II) salphen templated heterobidentate complex 16.](image)
characterized by higher enantioselectivities (≤ 72% ee) compared to those of the nontemplated mixed ligand combinations (≤ 13% ee).

The bis-zinc(II) salphen template has been also utilized in combination with a chiral 3- pyridyl-substituted monodentate phosphoramidite to prepare a supramolecular “box” which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.

The self-assembly of bidentate ligands can be extended to multicomponent structures. Employing an N-donor ditopic ligand, such as 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octate (DABCO), in combination with tris(zinc(II) porphyrin)phosphite 17 leads to a five-component self-assembled bidentate ligand (Scheme 4).

**Scheme 4. Synthesis of a Multicomponent Assembly from Ligand 17 and DABCO (as templates) and the Rhodium(I) Complex**

The bidentate ligand system is assembled by three bridging ditopically coordinated DABCO molecules, if precisely 1.5 equiv of DABCO is used, and in the presence of Rh(I), the chelating rhodium complex 18 is formed. Complex 18 displays high selectivity in the rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of 1-octene for the linear aldehyde (96:4) and a reduced activity in comparison to that of the rhodium catalyst based on monomeric ligand 17. This demonstrates that the multicomponent self-assembled ligand shows bidentate coordination behavior under catalytic conditions. Importantly, in the presence of a small excess of DABCO, the selectivity drops, suggesting that all ditopic ligands must be present to achieve sufficient stability to induce the high selectivity.

**Self-Assembly of Functionalized Ligand Building Blocks To Form Bidentate Ligands (II).** In the previous part, we showed that one can form bidentate ligands by preorganization of ligand building blocks on a template, and in this part, we discuss the examples in which two functionalized ligand building blocks self-assemble to form a bidentate ligand (Figure 3). The assembly process can be based on selective metal–ligand interactions or hydrogen bonding.

Reek and co-workers explored the construction of bidentate ligands using coordination of axial nitrogen to zinc(II) porphyrins. A set of six phosphite-functionalized porphyrins (19–24) and eight monodentate phosphorus-donor ligands (a–h) equipped with N-donor functions generates a library of 48 chelating bidentates, coined SUPRAPHos (Figure 5).21 This library of bidentate ligand assemblies is evaluated in the rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of styrene. An increase in selectivity for the branched product (b:l of 10.4 for 19a and 9.3 for 20a) and a decrease in activity compared to those of monodentate phosphorus ligands 19 and 20 are observed when bidentate 19a and 20a are used, which is in agreement with the formation of chelating bidentate ligand assemblies.

In 2008, the library was extended to 450 SUPRAPHos bidentate ligands, based on 15 different porphyrin phosphate and phosphoramidite and 30 pyridyl-appende phosphoramidite, phosphate, and chiral phosphate ligands. The introduction of the building blocks with stereogenic centers at the phosphorus atom allowed the application of these assemblies in the asymmetric hydroformylation of styrene.23 Generally, high activity is observed for the catalysts formed from phosphate-containing or bulky phosphate ligands, which unfortunately displayed low enantioselectivities. In contrast, ligands based on phosphoramidite ligands show relatively high enantioselectivities (≤76% ee) but at low conversion.24 Also, the regioselectivity was strongly influenced by the supramolecular bidentate ligand used, giving rise to high selectivity for either the branched or the linear aldehyde (b:l ratio between 0.5 and 8.9).

The first self-assembled bidentate ligands based on hydrogen bonding used in hydroformylation were reported by Breit and Seiche. The 2-pyridone 25A/2-hydroxypyridine 25B tautom system is used as a self-complementary hydrogen bonding motif. Introduction of donor groups (PPh₂) capable of binding to a metal center is straightforward. Importantly, the equilibrium shifts toward the mixed hydroxypyridine/pyridone dimer 27 in the presence of a coordinating metal, compared to symmetrical pyridine dimer 28 formed in apolar solvents in the absence of the metal or the donor groups (Scheme 5). The formation of the hydrogen-bond pattern in 27 is evidenced from the X-ray structure of the cis-[PtCl₂(26)]₂ complex, and the structure also reveals the presence of the ligand 26 (6-DPPOn = 6-diphenylphosphanylpyridine) in two different tautomeric forms.
The chelating behavior of the hydrogen-bonded ligand in rhodium complex 27 is clear from the results in the hydroformylation of 1-octene as a high selectivity for the linear aldehyde is obtained (l:b ratio of 32), comparable to the well-established bidentate ligand Xantphos (l:b ratio of 49). The Rh-based catalyst also hydroformylates amide-, alcohol-, and ester-functionalized terminal alkenes and produces the corresponding linear aldehydes in high yields and regioselectivities. The Rh-based catalyst 27 even converts terminal alkenes at room temperature and ambient pressure (RTAP), with low catalyst loading (Scheme 6).27 Addition of a surfactant such as tocopherol derivative polyoxyethanyl α-tocopheryl sebacate (PTS) also makes it possible to conduct the RTAP hydroformylation experiments in aqueous media, while excellent regioselectivity for the linear aldehyde confirms the stability of the hydrogen bonding motif.28

Scheme 5. Self-Assembly of the 2-Pyridone/2-Hydroxypyridine System via Hydrogen Bonding

Scheme 6. Room-Temperature, Ambient-Pressure Hydroformylation of Functionalized Terminal Alkenes with the Rhodium/6-DPPon Catalyst (FG = functional group)

The chelating behavior of the hydrogen-bonded ligand in rhodium complex 27 is clear from the results in the hydroformylation of 1-octene as a high selectivity for the linear aldehyde is obtained (l:b ratio of 32), comparable to the well-established bidentate ligand Xantphos (l:b ratio of 49). The Rh-based catalyst also hydroformylates amide-, alcohol-, and ester-functionalized terminal alkenes and produces the corresponding linear aldehydes in high yields and regioselectivities. The Rh-based catalyst 27 even converts terminal alkenes at room temperature and ambient pressure (RTAP), with low catalyst loading (Scheme 6).27 Addition of a surfactant such as tocopherol derivative polyoxyethanyl α-tocopheryl sebacate (PTS) also makes it possible to conduct the RTAP hydroformylation experiments in aqueous media, while excellent regioselectivity for the linear aldehyde confirms the stability of the hydrogen bonding motif.28

The efficiency of the rhodium/6-DPPon catalyst at room temperature and ambient pressure has enabled the development of tandem processes such as a domino hydroformylation/enantioselective organocatalytic cross-aldol reaction sequence. The application of ligand 26 also allowed the development of highly selective tandem hydroformylation/hydrogenation processes,29 and tandem regio-, diastereo-, and enantioselective hydroformylation–organocatalytic anti-Mannich reaction.31 The 6-DPPon ligand and its derivatives are also utilized in the tandem rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation–Wittig olefination reaction of homoallylic alcohols.32 Moreover, the 6-DPPon ligand and its derivative (29) form excellent catalysts in rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of 1,1-disubstituted allenes,33 as well as dialkyl- and diaryl-substituted alkynes, demonstrating excellent chemo-, regio-, and stereoselectivities for the formation of β,γ-unsaturated aldehydes and enals, respectively (Scheme 7).

Scheme 7. Application of Rhodium/6-DPPon and Rhodium/29 Catalysts in Tandem Hydroformylation Reactions and Hydroformylation of Allenes and Alkynes

To gain a deeper insight into the mechanism of the rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of terminal alkenes using self-assembled 6-DPPon ligands, detailed experimental (including kinetic studies35 as well as in situ ESI-MS,36 IR, and NMR investigations) and computational studies37,38 have been performed. The existence of the hydrogen bonding motif during catalysis is verified by in situ IR and NMR studies of a catalytically competent intermediate (acyl complex [(COR)Rh(26)(2)(CO)2]) and confirmed by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. DFT calculations also show that hydrogen bonding is present not only in the resting state but also throughout the catalytic cycle. By calculation of the free energy surface of the prolinear and probranched catalytic cycle (propene is used as a model substrate for DFT calculations), hydrometalation was shown to be a selectivity-determining step. The rate-determining transition state is stabilized by hydrogen bonding by at least 7 kcal mol⁻¹. In line with this, O- and N-methylated derivatives of the 6-DPPon catalyst, possessing no hydrogen bonding, are synthesized and applied in the hydroformylation under identical conditions. These complexes lead to selectivities (l:b ratios of 76:24 and 74:26) and activities typically observed for complexes based on monodentate PPh3, once again showing the importance of the hydrogen bonds between the ligands for catalyst activity and selectivity.37
The 6-DPPon ligand can form only homobidentate ligands, and to generate a heterobidentate ligand by self-assembly, the Breit group extended their chemistry to the aminopyridine/isoquinolone hydrogen bond motif. These building blocks consist of a donor/acceptor and acceptor/donor combination, akin to A-T base pairs in DNA, and therefore, these units bind selectively to each other; on the other hand, self-aggregation leads to systems in which the donor atoms are pointing in the opposite directions (Scheme 8).39,40 When the ligand building blocks 30a–d are mixed with [PtCl₂(1,5-cod)], the heterodimeric PtCl₂ complex is formed exclusively. The hydrogen bonding between the building blocks is confirmed by X-ray crystal structure determination as well as by NMR studies. From eight phosphine ligand building blocks, a set of 16 (4 × 4) heterobidentate ligand assemblies can be formed. Evaluation of this library in rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation of terminal alkenes shows a variation in activity and selectivity. Generally, phosphine-substituent modification of the aminopyridines 30a–d has the strongest influence on the ligand combinations demonstrate high regioselectivities (89:11 to >99:1) consistent with bidentate ligand catalysts that are operative in the catalytic cycle. Interestingly, the highest selectivities for the linear aldehyde (>99:1) are obtained for the catalysts formed by thiazole/isoquinolone (37/38) and thiazole/7-azaaindole (37/39) combinations. This is explained by formation of stronger hydrogen bonds between the self-assembled building blocks and, hence, a more rigid or stable ligand system. Remarkably, the strength of hydrogen bonding is such that it also allows the hydroformylation reactions in protic solvents such as methanol. While the aminopyridine/isoquinolone system (33/38) shows a significant drop in regioselectivity with a change in the solvent from toluene (94:6) to methanol (82:18), the thiazole/isoquinolone combinations (36/38 and 37/38) keep their high selectivities observed in toluene (98:2 and 99:1) when the solvent is changed to methanol (97:3 and 96:4, respectively).41 In the search for selective asymmetric hydrogenation catalysts, such a ligand library was evaluated using a combinatorial iterative deconvolution strategy, which allowed identification of the best catalyst in a limited number of experiments.42 For finding the most selective hydroformylation catalysts, similar strategies can be envisioned; however, reports that describe these are lacking at this stage.

Subsequent development of the self-assembly approach by hydrogen bonding afforded new bidentate β-sheet-like P-ligands based on peptidic structures (Figure 7). Rhodium catalysts, generated in situ upon mixing Rh(acac)(CO)₂ with C-linked phosphine-functionalized peptidyl ligands (L₄) and complementary N-linked peptidic systems (L₅), are applied in the asymmetric hydroformylation of styrene. While homo-combinations of the ligands display low enantioselectivities (5–8% ee), the heterobidentate ligand combinations give significant levels of enantioselectivities (≤38% ee) despite a remote position of the stereocenters in relation to the catalytically active centers.43
rhodium complexes based on six phosphinoureas (40–45) are evaluated in the asymmetric hydroformylation of styrene. All the catalysts exhibit good conversions (64–100%) and high selectivities (86–97%) for the branched product and moderate enantioselectivities (≤46% ee for the 43/43 homocombination). It has been proposed that these functionalized ligands operate via a slightly different mechanism, involving ligand cooperativity leading to an intermediate unknown for traditional ligands (see Scheme 9).44

**3. SELECTIVE HYDROFORMYLATION BY SUBSTRATE PREORGANIZATION**

Another recently introduced strategy for achieving selectivity in transition metal catalysis is through preorganization of the substrate with respect to the metal center. A commonly explored way to achieve preorganization is through ditopic binding of the substrate to the metal center, in which a second functional group controls the orientation of the substrate (Figure 8, I).45,46 Such a directing group can already be present on the substrate or alternatively needs to be introduced temporarily to the substrate before it is subjected to the catalytic conversion. These strategies have been demonstrated to be very powerful in C–H activation and asymmetric hydrogenation; however, there are some limitations and drawbacks. For example, the strategies are limited to substrates that have a specific directing group close to the reactive bond, or additional synthesis steps are required for the introduction and removal of the directing group. Moreover, an additional vacant coordination site has to be present on the metal center for the coordination of the directing group. Using supramolecular chemistry, some of these issues can be resolved as substrate orientation no longer has to be established via the catalytically active metal. Recently, several groups have focused on ditopic binding of the substrate as a way to preorganize the substrate with respect to the metal center via a recognition site installed on the ligand (Figure 8, II). The structure of the bifunctional ligand can be adjusted to the structure of the substrate. This can allow for remote selectivity control as well as catalyst design in a predictable fashion when combined with in-depth mechanistic knowledge. This is far more challenging using traditional approaches. Through supramolecular substrate preorganization, highly selective reactions have been engineered, and this strategy was highlighted specifically in recent perspectives by Phipps et al.47 and Reek et al.48

In rhodium-catalyzed hydroformylation, the selectivity is typically determined during the hydride migration step. Generally, the alkene substrate can coordinate in various manners, and upon migration of the hydride, the alkene rotates. As such, substrate orientation via supramolecular interactions should be a viable strategy for controlling the selectivity, and indeed, this approach has been shown to be very powerful; in this section, we will discuss the relevant examples reported so far.

Hydrogen-bonded systems have been exceptionally effective in the context of hydroformylation combined with supramolecular substrate preorganization. The neutral Rh(I) complex often observed as a resting state has a strong affinity for CO and the phosphorus ligands, and as such, the functional groups required for substrate orientation generally do not coordinate. Breit et al. reported a guanidinium-functionalized phosphine ligand that acts as a receptor for unsaturated carboxylic acids (Figure 9).49
introduced at the unsaturated carbon atom farthest from the carboxylic acid [\( o:i \) ratio of 18:1; \( o = \) outermost, and \( i = \) innermost (Scheme 10, 49b)]. The selectivity was found to be highly dependent on the distance between the acid moiety and the alkene function. 4-Pentenoic acid hydroformylation with the supramolecular system gave selectivity to levels typically found for triphenyl phosphine-based catalysts, indicating that substrate preorganization does not play a role. This clearly shows that for this catalyst system the alkene−acid distance has to be precise to control the selectivity by supramolecular preorganization. This can be exploited for substrates containing two alkenes at different distances from the carboxylate (Scheme 11, 50). The alkene with the proper carboxylic acid−olefin distance is converted at a higher rate (8.8:1) and with a higher selectivity for the linear aldehyde (l:b ratio of 32), compared to the alkene moiety that is farther from the carboxylic acid (l:b ratio of 3).50

DFT calculations show that the lowest energy is obtained when two ligands are coordinated to the metal center and the carboxylic acid moiety of the substrate forms four hydrogen bonds with the two guanidine groups of the ligands (Figure 10). No substrate−ligand interaction can be observed when only one ligand coordinates to the metal center, and as such, the biscoordinated species is proposed to be the most likely intermediate responsible for the high selectivity.50 Analysis of the calculated structures indicates that preceding the hydride migration step the alkene is rotated toward the hydride through the hydrogen bonds between the guanidinium moieties and the carboxylic acid moiety of the substrate. In experiments in which competitive guests (with carboxylic acid functional groups) are present, the substrates are converted with lower selectivity and activity in line with the substrate preorganization model.

46 is also effective in a decarboxylative hydroformylation of \( \alpha,\beta \)-unsaturated carboxylic acids (Scheme 12).51 In this cascade reaction, the formyl group is introduced on the substrate, after which the carboxylate leaves the substrate as CO2. Under similar conditions, but using triphenylphosphine as the ligand, the double bond is reduced instead of hydroformylated, which exemplifies the need for supramolecular interactions between the substrate and the catalyst to yield the terminal aldehyde product.

When the pyridine moiety of the previously discussed ligand (Figure 9, 46) is replaced with a benzene moiety or a pyrrole moiety, aldehyde hydrogenation is observed (Figure 9, 47 and 48).52 As such, these ligands can be used in the context of a tandem hydroformylation−hydrogenation sequence converting 1-octene into 1-nonanol. The selectivity for the linear alcohol can be enhanced by combining the pyrrole (48) analogue of the guanidinium catalyst with the 2-pyridone/2-hydroxypyridine supramolecular bidentate (6-DPPon) to yield a highly selective hydroformylation−hydrogenation reaction of 1-octene to 1-nonanol (Scheme 13).30

![Figure 9. Guanidinium-functionalized phosphate ligands.](image)

![Scheme 10. Regioselective Hydroformylation of Unsaturated Carboxylic Acids (\( o = \) outermost; \( i = \) innermost)](image)

![Scheme 11. Hydroformylation of a Substrate Containing Multiple Olefinic Sites](image)

![Scheme 12. Decarboxylative Hydroformylation of \( \alpha,\beta \)-Unsaturated Carboxylic Acids](image)

![Scheme 13. Tandem Processes Using Supramolecular Substrate Preorganization Ligands](image)
Combining the decarboxylative hydroformylation approach of α,β-unsaturated acids with a supramolecular aldehyde hydrogenation catalyst yields a tandem decarboxylative hydroformylation–hydrogenation catalytic system (Scheme 13). The system works most effectively when a mixture of the most active ligand in decarboxylative (46) hydroformylation is used in combination with an analogue effective in the hydrogenation of aldehydes (47).

Regioselective hydroformylation of unsaturated acids can also be achieved with a series of bidentate phosphines and phosphate ligands, coined DIMPhos, functionalized with a highly selective anion receptor, 7,7-diamido-2,2-diindolylmethane (Figure 11). Terminal unsaturated carboxylates can be hydroformylated with a phosphine analogue (Figure 11, 52) of the ligand. Pentenoate to 10-undecenoate are converted to the aldehyde with high selectivities for the linear product (Scheme 14).

Regioselective hydroformylation of α-unsaturated carboxylic acids (DIPEA = N,N-diisopropylethylamine) 3-Butenoate is not converted selectively because the substrate is too short to bind to the receptor moiety and the metal center simultaneously. Unsaturated phosphate analogues are also converted with high selectivities. Upon protonation or methylation of the substrate, the selectivity is lost and the conversion is significantly lower. It is interesting to note that, contrary to the monodentate guanidinium ligands (Figure 9, 46) reported by Breit et al., the high selectivity for the linear product is obtained for a variety of substrates with different distances between the alkene and the carboxylate group. In situ spectroscopy, kinetic data, and DFT calculations show that the hydride migration step is selectivity-determining. As seen for the guanidinium phosphine systems, DFT data show that due to the binding of the substrate in the DIM pocket, the alkene is properly preorganized with respect to the Rh–H bond for the hydride migration step leading to the linear rhodium alkyl species (Figure 12). The hydride migration to form the branched alkyl species cannot proceed without the carboxylate leaving the pocket, and also other competitive pathways leading to the branched product are significantly higher in energy.

Figure 11. Anion receptor-functionalized bisphosphines (DIMPhos).

Figure 12. Substrate preorganization in the selectivity-determining hydride migration step (DFT study).

Phosphite analogues of the DIMPhos ligands (Figure 11, 53) give rhodium catalysts that are sufficiently active to hydroformylate internal aliphatic alkenes under mild conditions, which is not possible with the phosphate-based systems. The CO inserts farthest from the carboxylate, and exceptionally high selectivities are observed for internal alkenes (i.e., o:i ratio of ≤78) using the substrate orientation strategy with 53 as the ligand (Scheme 15). Again, a series of substrates with different distances between the alkene and the carboxylate were selectively converted with the highest selectivity obtained for the internal alkene at position 4. Also, carboxy-vinylarenes are hydroformylated with the same system to form the linear product with the highest selectivities reported to date (>98%) (Scheme 16, 56a). The branched aldehyde is not detected, whereas this is usually the dominant product. Electronic factors dictate that these aromatic substrates mainly form branched aldehydes (Scheme 16, 56b). Remarkably, the methyl-substituted and cyclic analogues were also converted with very high selectivity (Scheme 16, 57).

When the phosphite-based DIMPhos hydroformylation system is combined with a palladium isomerization catalyst,
terminal alkenes are converted into α-branched methyl aldehydes (Scheme 13).57 The advantage is that branched aldehydes can be synthesized from inexpensive terminal alkenes with selectivities surpassing those of direct branched selective hydroformylation catalysts.

A related strategy for selective hydroformylation catalysis relies on dynamic covalent chemistry. Instead of supramolecular interactions, the substrate is temporarily bound to a scaffolding ligand by reversible bond formation between the substrate and such a ligand.58 Via the scaffolding ligand, the substrate binds in a ditopic fashion to the metal complex. The exchange of the substrate with the scaffolding ligand should be compatible with the hydroformylation reaction.59,60

One scaffolding ligand that can be used in the context of regioselective hydroformylation is 58 that has a hemilabile C–O bond (Figure 13). Through reversible cleavage of the C–O bond, the hydroxy group of the substrate can bind to the ligand.59 Preorganization reverses the regioselectivity of several substituted homoallylic alcohols to form the branched/innermost product in excess. After hydroformylation, an oxidation reaction yields five-membered ring lactones in good selectivities of ≤98:2 (Scheme 17, 62). The strategy is feasible for both internal and terminal alkenes. A control reaction using PPh3 yields the six-membered ring lactone in excess (six-membered:five-membered ratio of 3:1). The same ligand is also successfully applied in the hydroformylation of substrates containing a sulfonamide as a directing group instead of an alcohol group.61

In a similar approach, methyl diphenylphosphinite has been used as a scaffolding ligand (Figure 13, 59).60 This ligand has a labile P–O bond, and the methoxy moiety can exchange with hydroxy groups on the substrate. A catalytic amount of the ligand can be combined with homoallylic alcohols to yield the branched product (innermost for internal alkenes) in near perfect selectivities of <99%. A lactone is formed after oxidation of the formed lactol in this reaction (Scheme 18, 63). This ligand can also be applied in the regioselective hydroformylation of bishomoallylic alcohols to selectively yield six-membered lactones as a product (Scheme 18, 64).62

Figure 13. Catalytic scaffolding ligands (reversible bond colored red).

Scheme 17. Regioselective Hydroformylation Employing Catalytic Scaffolding Ligands (PCC = pyridinium chlorochromate)

The same strategy can also be applied to form quaternary carbon centers via a hydroformylation reaction, which is considered as one of the most challenging reactions in hydroformylation.63,64 Hydroformylation to form quaternary carbon centers was achieved when α,α-disubstituted olefins were used with the previously discussed scaffolding ligands 58 and 59. As the aldehyde inserts on the carbon center closest to the alcohol group, the “Keulemans’ rule”, which dictates that addition of a formyl group never occurs at the tertiary position of the olefin in hydroformylation, is overruled (Scheme 19, 65 and 66).

When amine-based substrates are hydroformylated in combination with an enantioenriched version (60) of the previously discussed scaffolding ligand (58), high enantioselectivities of ≤92% are obtained (Scheme 20, 67).66 Directed hydroformylation of 2,5-cyclohexadienyl-1-carbinols with diphenylphosphite as a ligand allowed excellent regio- and diastereocontrol (Scheme 21, 68).67

Remarkably, placement of the binding moiety of the scaffolding ligand farther from the phosphorus atom (Figure 13, 61) reverses the selectivity completely. This leads to the insertion at the outermost carbon providing the product with selectivities of o:i ≤ 19:1 (Scheme 22, 69).

Scheme 18. Regioselective Hydroformylation of Homoallylic and Bishomoallylic Alcohols Employing Catalytic Scaffolding Catalysts

Scheme 19. Hydroformylation of α,α-Disubstituted Alcohols To Form Quaternary Carbon Centers

Scheme 20. Enantioselective Hydroformylation of Amine-Based Substrates

Scheme 21. Regioselective Hydroformylation of Bishomoallylic Alcohols Employing Catalytic Scaffolding Catalysts

Scheme 22. Regioselective Hydroformylation of α,α,α-Disubstituted Alcohols To Form Quaternary Carbon Centers

Scheme 23. Enantioselective Hydroformylation of Amine-Based Substrates
Altering the distance between the alcohol and the olefinic moiety reveals that the homoallylic alcohols reacted with the highest selectivity using this system to form six-membered lactols and lactones. The reaction proceeds most selectively when the R-based enantiomer of the substrate is reacted with the enantiopure L-valine-based catalyst.

4. HYDROFORMYLATION CATALYSIS IN CONFINED SPACES

In the previous section, selective hydroformylation by controlling the substrate orientation was discussed. For this approach, the substrate needs to have functional groups to establish the proper interaction with the functional groups of the catalyst system. Many substrates of interest for hydroformylation do not have functional groups. To achieve selective hydroformylation for this class of substrates, the hydride migration step must be controlled in an alternative manner. One strategy that has been explored is the application of catalysts in confined spaces, and this will be discussed in this section.

For the sake of brevity, in this section solely the modulation of the activity and/or selectivity of rhodium-based hydroformylation catalysts as a result of confinement in a synthetic, molecular cage-like structure will be discussed. Organic transformations and other metal-catalyzed reactions have recently been described elsewhere; excellent reviews on using molecular containers in multistep reaction cascades and tandem enzymatic reactions, in reactivity modulation, and in the context of enzyme mimics based upon supramolecular coordination chemistry, along with transition metal and organocatalysis in functional molecular flasks, have already been published.

In pioneering work by Monflier and co-workers, cyclodextrins have been applied in combination with water-soluble rhodium phosphine-based catalysts for biphasic hydroformylation of higher olefins. The cyclodextrin cavity is essentially hydrophobic and can therefore host various organic molecules in water (Figure 14). Generally, the cyclodextrin host forms a water-soluble host–guest complex with the substrate, thereby increasing the water solubility of the alkene. As such, it brings it into closer contact with the catalyst residing in the aqueous layer, typically resulting in increased catalytic rates (Scheme 23). In this regard, the cyclodextrin acts as a phase-transfer catalyst by facilitating the migration of a reactant from one phase into the phase where the reaction occurs. Furthermore, in most examples, the regioselectivity is also affected as a direct consequence of confinement. Examples of cyclodextrin acting exclusively as a phase-transfer catalyst will not be discussed in this review.

The first example reported along these lines was the application of partially methylated β-cyclodextrins in the biphasic rhodium 3,3’,3”-phosphinimetrilytris(benzensulfonate) (TPPTS)-catalyzed hydroformylation of various water-insoluble terminal and internal alkenes, enabling efficient biphasic hydroformylation of higher alkenes. In the absence of cyclodextrins, only substrates with sufficient water solubility, and hence shorter carbon chain lengths, are efficiently converted under biphasic hydroformylation conditions. Different substrates ranging from terminal and internal aliphatic alkenes to aromatic styrene derivatives can be converted with the novel catalytic system. A significant increase in the catalytic rate was observed in the presence of the methylated β-cyclodextrins, especially for the insoluble alkenes. For example, for 1-decene the conversion after 6 h was 10-fold, and the increase in reaction rate is estimated to be 25-fold. The effect of
confinement is also clear in the hydroformylation of internal alkenes, although the overall conversions are rather low. This low reactivity is attributed to the lack of accessibility of the double bond of the substrate, which most likely resides too deep inside the hydrophobic cavity of the cyclodextrin host. The presence of the cyclodextrin also has an influence on the regioselectivity in the hydroformylation of 1-alkenes. For all substrates, the selectivity for the linear aldehyde decreases in the presence of the cyclodextrin. This is explained by the fact that not only the alkene but also the water-soluble phosphine ligand interacts with the cavity. By encapsulation of the phosphine ligand, the equilibria between different rhodium species are shifted to low-coordinate complexes that are generally more active and less selective, explaining the decrease in selectivity.

The group of Monnier extended the cyclodextrin-based catalytic system to fully solvent free conditions. Substrate molecules and a rhodium phosphine-based catalyst were dispersed in a mixture of acyclic saccharides and cyclodextrins, resulting in a heterogeneous mixture. The saccharides ensure complete dispersion of the substrates in the solid mixture, leading to increased catalytic rates. Exposure of this mixture to syngas in a mixing planetary ball mill results in the hydroformylation of a variety of styrene derivatives, always with 100% chemoselectivity to provide the corresponding aldehydes. In the absence of cyclodextrins, the branched aldehyde is predominantly formed, which is typical for styrene derivatives. However, the presence of cyclodextrins results in a 5-fold increase in the selectivity for the linear aldehyde product. This altered selectivity is due to the binding of the aromatic alkene within the hydrophobic cavity of the cyclodextrin, favoring hydroformylation at the less-hindered position of the vinyl function (Scheme 24). The substrate displays a stronger inclusion in the larger cyclodextrin (n = 7), which results in steric hindrance between the alkene functionality and the host. As a consequence, the formyl group will be transferred to the least hindered carbon atom that yields the linear aldehyde as the main product. For the smaller cyclodextrin (n = 6), the binding does not result in shielding as it is shallower in the pocket, and as a result, the selectivity is solely determined by the electronics of the substrate itself.

To prevent the earlier discussed inclusion of the phosphine ligand within the cavity of the cyclodextrin, bulkier mono- and bidentate ligands were subsequently applied in the search for catalytic systems that display a higher selectivity for the linear aldehyde product. Indeed, bulky water-soluble phosphine ligands such as 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane-based ligands (73d) (Figure 15, middle) and 2-naphthylphosphines (72a−72c) (Figure 15, right) do not form strong inclusion complexes with cyclodextrins compared to those formed with TPPTS; thus, a smaller decrease in regioselectivity is observed in the hydroformylation of 1-decene, and at the same time, the conversions are much higher. The bidentate sulfonated 4,5-bis(diphenylphosphino)-9,9-dimethylxanthene ligand (70) is of particular interest as it forms strong complexes with rhodium, preventing the formation of monoligated complexes, and because of its large bite angle, it already favors the formation of the linear product (Figure 15, left). Furthermore, because it is larger than the previously employed TPPTS ligand, it does not form a strong inclusion complex with the cyclodextrin host, allowing more efficient substrate transportation. In the presence of β-cyclodextrin, the catalytic system displays a 5-fold increase in the conversion of 1-octene to nonanal under standard hydroformylation conditions. Interestingly, the selectivity for the linear aldehyde increased.
(l:b ratio from 14 to 33) when cyclodextrin was present in the catalytic mixture. This enhanced selectivity is proposed to be due to the steric bulk around the coordination sphere of rhodium, forcing the hydride to preferentially migrate to C2 over C1.

As an alternative to the approach described above, systems relying on the direct covalent functionalization of the β-cyclodextrin with phosphine ligands have been reported.75,76 The group of Reetz reported on the application of rhodium complexes of various β-cyclodextrin-modified diphosphine ligands in the biphasic hydroformylation of 1-octene. Interestingly, this catalytic system converts not only terminal alkenes but also relatively unreactive internal olefins. A proposed mode of action for the diphosphine-based catalyst is displayed in Scheme 25. The modified cyclodextrin-based catalysts display a 150-fold increase in activity at 80 °C compared to systems without cyclodextrin at 120 °C in the conversion of 1-octene to nonanal. The catalyst converts the substrate with a selectivity for the linear product of 76%, which is typical for rhodium complexes based on small bite angle ligands.

A similar approach to the cyclodextrin system relies on the use of hemispherical rhodium calixarene-based phosphite and phosphine complexes. These systems have been shown to promote the formation of linear aldehyde products over branched ones in hydroformylation catalysis. While it has been postulated that the confined space around the catalytically active site plays a role in the product selectivity, more detailed mechanistic studies are needed to confirm this.77,78

Recently, Matt and co-workers described the use of rhodium monophosphine complexes for the hydroformylation of styrene.76 By covalent confinement of the phosphine ligand inside a chiral cyclodextrin cavity, exclusive formation of rhodium monophosphine complex 73b is observed, even in the presence of excess ligand (Scheme 26). This is a clear example in which the second coordination sphere around the catalytically active site controls the coordination mode of the metal.

Remarkably, the catalyst converts styrene with both a high branched selectivity (98%) and enantioselectivity (≤95%). It is interesting to note that the cyclodextrin is the only source of chirality, and as such, the enantioselectivity is controlled by the chiral second coordination sphere around the metal complex.

Reek and co-workers introduced a general strategy for encapsulating transition metal complexes in an efficient way that involves a ligand-template approach.79 In this strategy, the ligand serves a dual role as it operates as a template for the self-assembly of the capsule and coordinates to the catalytically active metal center; hence, it was coined ligand-template approach. The first example reported using this strategy was structure 74 (Figure 16), formed by the self-assembly of three zinc meso-tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP) units around the ligand-template tris(m-pyridyl)phosphine [P(m-py)3], relying on the selective N−Zn coordination. The phosphine atom of the ligand-template is coordinated to rhodium and forms the active species [HRhP(CO)3] under syngas. The overall formed encapsulated complex is an efficient hydroformylation catalyst that converts various terminal alkene substrates with enhanced activity and selectivity for the branched aldehyde. Importantly, because of the steric bulk imposed by the porphyrin moiety, monoligation of the formed rhodium complexes is enforced. Via the variation of the structure of the template and the surrounding zinc building blocks, the effect of variations in the second coordination sphere on the activity and selectivity of the encapsulated rhodium catalyst has been further explored.

Application of 74 in 1-octene hydroformylation at room temperature leads to a 10-fold increase in the catalytic activity as compared to that with the rhodium complex in the absence of porphyrin under otherwise identical conditions.79a This rate enhancement can, at least partly, be explained by the higher reactivity of monophosphine complexes. Indeed, DFT calcu-
lutions show that the catalytic pathway of the rhodium monophosphine catalyst has a free energy barrier that is lower than that of the bisphosphine analogue, leading to an inherently more active catalyst. \( ^{60} \) Remarkably, the encapsulated catalyst dominantly forms the branched aldehyde product (l:b ratio of 0.6), which is highly unusual for aliphatic, terminal alkenes. Upon generation of the encapsulated catalysts based on ruthenium porphyrin building blocks instead of zinc, less dynamic capsules that display even higher regioselectivity are formed (l:b ratio of 0.4), but at the cost of the catalytic activity. The orientation of the porphyrin with respect to the phosphine is crucial; the use of tris(p-pyridyl)phosphine \( [P(2-py)_3] \) ligand-templates instead of the meta analogue results in a catalyst that displays the selectivity typical for rhodium bisphosphine complexes. \( ^{81} \) Indeed, a more open structure is formed, allowing the formation of a bisphosphine-coordinated rhodium complex that is encapsulated by six porphyrins. In the solid state, an unusual supramolecular structure is formed according to X-ray analysis, in which one zinc porphyrin unit acts as a bridging moiety between two capsules via an unusual hexacoordinate zinc (Figure 17).

The generality of the ligand-template approach is demonstrated by the application of a variety of building blocks. The ligand-template can be combined with zinc salphens (75a–75d) and zinc bis(thiosemicarbazonato) complexes (76) (Figure 18),\(^ {75} \)\(^ {76} \), which both display a supramolecular binding with pyridine that is stronger than that of zinc porphyrins. As these building blocks are significantly smaller, the exclusive formation of encapsulated catalysts cannot be enforced. The smaller size allows considerable conformational flexibility in the self-assembled structures, resulting in a mixture of mono- and bisligated complexes. The catalysts encapsulated by 75a–75d display some selectivity for the branched aldehyde product when applied in 1-octene hydroformylation, but the selectivity is much lower than for the first-generation capsule 74. Moreover, these systems also show an increase in undesired isomerization. Similar results have been obtained for the capsules based on 76.

Following the publication of the promising results obtained with terminal alkene substrates, the more challenging internal alkenes were subjected to capsule-controlled hydroformylation. \(^ {53,84} \) Regioselective hydroformylation of internal alkenes is challenging as the two carbon atoms of the double bond are electronically identical and sterically similar. In addition, the reactivity of internal alkenes is lower, and the application of harsher conditions leads in general to more side reactions as isomerization. The rhodium complex of the first-generation capsule 74 converts trans-2-octene and trans-3-octene with very high regioselectivity (o:i of 1:9 for 2 octene and 1:4 for 3-octene), where the formyl group is installed on the innermost carbon atom, and also the activity is higher compared to that displayed by the unencapsulated catalyst. This selectivity is in line with the results obtained for 1-octene where a preference for the branched aldehyde is observed. Interestingly, a rather high selectivity could still be retained at 40 °C, whereas at 80 °C, isomerization side products lead to a loss of regioselectivity. A combination of DFT calculations and detailed kinetic and mechanistic studies demonstrate that the selectivity is determined in the hydride migration step (Figure 19).\(^ {84} \) The path to the 3-alkylrhodium intermediate has an energy considerably lower than that of the 2-alkylrhodium intermediate. Significant structural rearrangements of the capsule would be necessary to arrive at the 2-alkylrhodium intermediate, resulting in a high energy penalty. Consequently, the 3-alkylrhodium intermediate is favored leading to a high selectivity toward the C3-aldehyde. This is related to the mechanism in which the selectivity is controlled by substrate orientation, the difference being that the rotation of the alkene associated with the hydride migration step is not controlled by hydrogen bonds, but by the sterics of the cage.

All these hydroformylation reactions were performed at room temperature or at slightly elevated temperatures, as the supramolecular N–Zn coordinate bond was expected to weaken at elevated temperatures. To expand the application...
of the capsule to more industrially relevant conditions, catalytic experiments were conducted at 75 °C. To retain the unusual branched selectivity in the hydroformylation of 1-octene at this temperature, a higher partial pressure of CO is required. Remarkably, when the reaction is performed at 75 °C and 80 bar of CO/H₂ (2:1), a selectivity (l:b ratio of 0.7) nearly identical to that at room temperature is obtained. At these elevated temperatures, the reaction is highly dependent on the partial CO pressure; at 20 bar, the selectivity for the branched aldehyde was lost. In line with that, high-pressure infrared measurements show the formation of bisphosphine-coordinated rhodium complexes under these low-pressure conditions.

Next to temperature, the solvent scope was also investigated. As the zinc-pyridine interaction is strongest in apolar and noncoordinating solvents, these solvents were preferably applied in the initial experiments. As expected, upon using more polar solvents, the zinc-pyridine binding constant decreases, and as a result, the equilibrium shifts to the non-encapsulated catalyst, resulting in a loss of activity and selectivity. Interestingly, the oxidized analogues of zinc TPP, zinc porpholactones, bind more strongly to pyridine by nearly an order of magnitude. Consequently, the application window of the ligand-template approach can be extended to industrially relevant more polar and coordinating solvents, such as dioctyl terephthalate, while retaining the typical branched selectivity in 1-octene hydroformylation. Furthermore, as the capsule 77 has a slightly smaller size and a different shape, it also allows the branched selective hydroformylation of propene, which is inherently challenging (l:b ratio of 0.84) (Figure 20).

While the regioselectivity is now controlled, these branched aldehydes are formed in racemic form as the catalyst is not chiral. Next, the ligand-template approach was extended to the enantioselective hydroformylation of internal alkenes and styrene derivatives. Replacing the ligand-template with an enantioselective hydroformylation of internal alkenes and chiral. Next, the ligand-template approach was extended to the aldehydes are formed in racemic form as the catalyst is not

Figure 20. Comparison of the crystal structures of assemblies 74 and 77, formed by the self-assembly of 3 equiv of Zn(II) mesotetraphenylporpholactone and tris(1-pyridyl)phosphine in toluene (letop) and a molecular structure of assembly 77 (bottom). Reprinted with permission from ref 86. Copyright 2017 Creative Commons.

Figure 21. Bis-zinc(II) salphen-templated supramolecular “box” 78.

result in the formation of the aldehyde product with high regioselectivity and enantioselectivity (ee of ≤86%). This demonstrates that both the regioselectivity and the enantioselectivity can be controlled by spatially confining the catalytically active site in a tight pocket.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this review, we have discussed various supramolecular strategies for generating selective hydroformylation catalysts, which are in many examples far more selective than the
traditional catalysts. In the first section, we show that you can generate supramolecular bidentate ligands by self-assembly of ligand building blocks. The main advantage of this strategy is that the ligand library you generate grows exponentially with the number of building blocks you can use. It has been demonstrated that rhodium catalysts that are very selective for the linear product can be generated. The strategy has also been applied for asymmetric hydroformylation, and although the proof of principle has been demonstrated, catalysts based on supramolecular bidentate ligands that are more enantioselective in styrene hydroformylation have yet to be discovered. The second approach that has been discussed involves substrate orientation via interactions between the functional groups of the substrate and those of the ligand. Typically, the hydride migration step of the catalytic cycle, often the selectivity-determining step, is controlled by this substrate preorganization. This has resulted in many examples of hydroformylation reaction in which the product is formed with an unusually high selectivity. As such, this is a very promising strategy for solving selectivity problems in hydroformylation catalysis that cannot be solved by simple ligand design. As a final approach, we discussed hydroformylation catalysis in molecular cages. Using this strategy, selectivities can also be achieved that are beyond those displayed by traditional catalysts, and importantly, it also works for unfunctionalized substrates.

We are just at the beginning of exploring these new supramolecular concepts in hydroformylation catalysis, and we are convinced that upon expanding the number of systems we will be able to solve many selectivity problems in hydroformylation catalysis.
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